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The indirect question  

 يجب ان تحتوي الجملة على أحد العبارات التالية:

Could you tell me …? 

could you explain ….? 

Do you know …..? 

Do you mind telling me …..? 

I wonder …….   . 

 

Short question   السؤال القصير 

 

Helping verb + subject + verb …………? 

If + subject + helping verb + verb ….? 

whether (or) 

 

Long  question    السؤال الطويل 

 

wh question + helping verb + subject + verb ? 

wh + subject + helping verb +  verb ….? 

 

 

 لا تنسى الملاحظة المهمة 

Do                                                            V (inf)? 

Does      + sub + verb (inf)?  If +sub + Vs? 

Did                                                            V2? 

 

 لا تنسى الملاحظة المهمة 

         Do                                                      V (inf)? 

Wh +Does      + sub + verb (inf)?  If +sub + Vs? 

         Did                                                           V2? 

 

 لا تنسى الملاحظة المهمة 

Do you mind     جملة عادية 

Do you mind   سؤال قصير 

DO you mind    سؤال طويل 

 

 لا تنسى الملاحظة المهمة 

 الطريقة العكسية 

 

 لا تنسى الملاحظة المهمة 

 الافعال المساعدة 

 ضمائر الوصل

the ……………..  

S` ……………….. 

 

 لا تنسى الملاحظة المهمة 

Function:  

Asking question in a polite or formal way. 
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1. Is there a connection between the amount of T.V people watch and how fit they are? 

A) I wonder there is a connection between the amount of T.V people watch and how fit they are. 
B) I wonder if is there a connection between the amount of T.V people watch and how fit they are. 
C) I wonder if there is a connection between the amount of T.V people watch and how fit they are. 
D) I wonder if there was a connection between the amount of T.V people watch and how fit they are. 
 

2. Are students allowed to navigate the internet during the open exam? 2017  
a) Do you know if are students allowed to navigate the internet during the open exam?  
b) Do you know if were students allowed to navigate the internet during the open exam?  
c) Do you know if students are allowed to navigate the internet during the open exam?  
d) Do you know if students were allowed to navigate the internet during the open exam? 
 

3. Is it possible to learn a new language online? 
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is ……….  
A) Do you know if is it possible to learn a new language online? 
B) Do you know if it is possible to learn a new language online?  
C) Do you know if it was possible to learn a new language online?  
D) Do you know if possible was it to learn a new language online? 
 

4. Is it possible to learn English fast? 
A) Do you know if is it possible to learn English fast?     B) Do you know if it is possible to learn English fast? 
C) Do you know if was it possible to learn English fast? D) Do you know if it was possible to learn English fast? 
 

5. Is it possible to improve one's memory? 
A) Do you know if it is possible to improve one's memory?  
B) Do you know if is it possible to improve one's memory?  
C) Do you know if it was possible to improve one's memory?  
D) Do you know if was it possible to improve one's memory? 
 

6. Does the bell ring at eight or half past eight? 
A) Do you know whether the bell ring at eight or half past eight?  
B) Do you know whether the bell does ring at eight or half past eight?  
C) Do you know whether the bell rings at eight or half past eight?  
D) Do you know the bell rings at eight or half past eight? 
 

7. Did she attend the meeting yesterday?  
do you know ……………………………………………..  
A. if she attend the meeting yesterday?  
B. if she attended the meeting yesterday?  
C. if she attends the meeting yesterday?  
D. she if attended the meeting yesterday? 
 

8. How can I translate these texts into English? 2023   
A) Could you explain how I can translate these texts into English?  
B) Could you explain how I could translate these texts into English? 
C) Could you explain how can I translate these texts into English?  
D) Could you explain how could I translate these texts into English? 
 

9. How can I record these events chronically? 2022   
A) Could you explain how I can record these events chronically?  
B) Could you explain how can I record these events chronically? 
C) Could you explain how I could record these events chronically? 
D) Could you explain how could I record these events chronically? 
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10. How can I get to Queen Alia airport by public transport?      2016  
A) Could you explain how can I get to Queen Alia airport by public transport?  
B) Could you explain how could I get to Queen Alia airport by public transport?  
C) Could you explain how I can get to Queen Alia airport by public transport?  
D) Could you explain how I could get to Queen Alia airport by public transport? 
 

11. What can’t we bring onto the plane? 
A) Could you tell me what can't we bring onto the plane?  
B) Could you tell me what couldn't we bring onto the plane?  
C) Could you tell me what we can't bring onto the plane?  
D) Could you tell me what couldn't we bring onto the plane? 
 

12. How can I fix this smartphone? 
A) Could you tell me how I can fix this problem?  
B) Could you tell me how I could fix this problem?  
C) Could you tell me how can I fix this problem?  
D) Could you tell me how could I fix this problem? 
 

13. How much sleep do teenagers of our age need? 
A) Could you tell me how much sleep do teenagers of our age need?  
B) Could you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age do need? 
C) Could you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age need?  
D) Could you tell me how much sleep teenagers of our age needed? 
 

14. How much did this cotton shirt cost? 
A) Could you tell me how much this cotton shirt did cost?  
B) Could you tell me how much this cotton shirt costs?  
C) Could you tell me how much this cotton shirt cost?  
D) Could you tell me how much this cotton shirt would cost? 
 

15. What kind of books do bookshops sell?  
A. could you tell me what kind of books bookshops sell? 
B. could you tell me what kind of books bookshops sells? 
C. could you tell me what kind of books bookshops sold?  
D. could you tell me what kind of books bookshop sell? 

 
16. Where is the post office, please? 

Do you mind telling me  …………………………………………………….. 
A. where the post office is ,please?  
B. where the post is office, please?  
C. where the post office, please is?  
D. where is the post please, office? 
 

17. Could you explain what you mean by frequent breaks? 
A. what you meant by frequent breaks?  
B. what do you mean by frequent breaks?  
C. what does you mean by frequent breaks?  
D. what did you mean by frequent breaks? 
 

18. Can you suggest a healthy breakfast? 
A. Do you mind  you can suggest a healthy breakfast?  
B. Do you mind if you could suggest a healthy breakfast? 
C. Do you mind suggesting a healthy breakfast?  
D. Do you mind if can you suggest a healthy breakfast? 
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19. Please help me to plan my revision. 
A. Do you mind help me to plan my revision? 
B. Do you mind helping me to plan my revision? 
C. Do you mind to help me to plan my revision? 
D. Do you mind please help me to plan my revision? 
 

20. Do you mind --------------------- a healthy breakfast? 
A. suggest                       B. suggests                        C. suggesting                   D. to suggest 
 

21. Do you know ------------------ we can take water into the exam?  
A. if                            B. how much                 C. when                       D. who 
 

22. Could you tell me ---------------------- this book costs, please?  
A. where                         B. how many                     C. how much                   D. who 
 

23. Do you know ------------------------- I have passed my exams or not?  
A. whether                     B. how much                    C. how many                    D. when 
 

24. Could you explain ----------------------- I can solve this Maths problem?  
A. if                                  B. whether                        C. how                              D. who 
 

25. Do you mind explaining ----------- the sky sometimes looks red?  
A. if                                 B. whether                         C. why                              D. how many 
 
Rearrange the words to make indirect questions. The first one is done for you 
 

26. 1 if / revise / you / explain / I / the / could / best / wonder / to / way / .  
I wonder if you could explain the best way to revise. 
 

27.  needs / you / much / sleep / how / a / do / know / teenager / ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 

28. should / much / I / do / could / you / revision / me / tell / how / ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
 

29.  mind / you / water / giving / a / glass / do / of / me / ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  
 

30.  know / in /the / you  / whether / do / morning / or / the / in / exercise / is / better / evening / ? 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Answers : 1 I wonder if you could explain the best way to revise. 
 2 Do you know how much sleep a teenager needs?  
3 Could you tell me how much revision I should do?  
4 Do you mind giving me a glass of water?  
5 Do you know whether exercise is better in the morning or in the evening? 
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 بالأضافية لوجود احد الافعال التالية:    thatالدليل الرئيسي في هذه القاعدة هو وجود كلمة 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 يلا نحل كم سؤال على شكل أعد كتابة وبعدها حل جميع اسئلة الوزارة على شكل ضع دائرة: 

31. People say that the brain is like a computer. 
It ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

32. They said that fish is good for the brain. 
It ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

33. Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration. 
It ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

34. It is thought that we only use a small percentage of our brain power. 
people …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

35. They assumed that the last Olympic games were a great success. 
a) It was assumed that the last Olympic games were a great success.  
b) It is assumed that the last Olympic games were a great success.  
c) It has been assumed that the last Olympic games were a great success.  
d) It assumed that the last Olympic games were a great success. 
 

36. Too much pastry affects health negatively. 
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is …………… .  
a) It has believed that too much pastry is to be affected health negatively.  
b) It is believed that too much pastry affects health negatively.  
c) It was believed that too much pastry had affected health negatively.  
d) It had believed that too much pastry will affects health negatively. 
 

37. Linguists have proved that repetition is good for learning a new language. 
a) it had been proved that repetition is good for learning a new language.  
b) it has been proved that  repetition is good for learning a new language.  
c) it has proved that that repetition is good for learning a new language.  
d) it had proved that that repetition is good for learning a new language. 
 

The impersonal passive   

لة على احد الافعال التاليةمتحتوي الجيجب ان   

say – tell- know – think  وهي افعال غير منتظمة 

 

believe – claim – prove –  وهي افعال منتظمة 

deny – assume – report – expect  

أقسام  3تقسم هذه القاعدة الى   

It+ passive + that + تكملة الجملة 

object + passive + to +verb (inf) + تكملة الجملة 

subject + active + that + obj+ verb1/ S 

Verb (inf)/ verb.s Is – am – are + verb (3) 

Verb 2  Was – were + v3 

Is – am – are +ving Is – am- are- +being + v3 

Has – have- v3 Has- have- been + v3 

Modal + v1  Modal + be + v3 

 

 مراجعة قواعد  

المبني 

 للمجهول 
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38. People say that the brain is like a computer. 
The brain …………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

39. They said that fish is good for the brain. 
Fish …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

40. Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration. 
Exercise ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

41. Speaking a foreign language is claimed to improve the functionality of your brain in several different ways. 
People claim that ................................................................................................................................................ . 
 

42. People believe that eating almonds reduces the risk of heart disease. 
a) Eating almonds is believe to reduce the risk of heart disease. 
 b) Eating almonds is believed to reduced the risk of heart disease.  
c) Eating almonds is believed to reduces the risk of heart disease.  
d) Eating almonds is believed to reduce the risk of heart disease.  
 

43. Doing regular exercise is believed to reduce the risk of several diseases. 
a) People believe that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several diseases.  
b) People believed that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several diseases.  
c) People have believed that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several diseases.  
d) People believes that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several diseases. 
 

44. Experts have proved that eating fresh vegetables is good for the stomach.  
a) Eating fresh vegetables has been proved to be good for the stomach.  
b) Eating fresh vegetables has been proved be good for the stomach.  
c) Eating fresh vegetables has been proved be to good for the stomach.  
d) Eating fresh vegetables has been proved to will be good for the stomach.  
 

45. My teacher says that English clubs are essential for learning English well.  
a) English clubs are said to be essential for learning English well.  
b) English clubs are said to have been essential for learning English well. 
c) English clubs were said to be essential for learning English well.  
d) English clubs have been said to be essential for learning English well.  
 

46.   Teachers believe that working in groups improves students’ awareness. 
a) Working in groups is believed to improve students' awareness.  
b) Working in groups is believed to improves students' awareness.  
c) Working in groups is believed improve students' awareness.  
d) Working in groups is believed to have improved students' awareness. 
 

47. People believe that the heavy rainfall caused the destruction of the dam. 
a) The heavy rainfall is believed to have caused the destruction of the dam.  
b) The heavy rainfall was believed to have caused the destruction of the dam.  
c) The heavy rainfall has been believed to have caused the destruction of the dam.  
d) The heavy rainfall had been believed to have caused the destruction of the dam. 
 

48. People think that solving mathematical puzzles keeps the brain active. 
A) Solving mathematical puzzles is thought to keep the brain active.  
B) Solving mathematical puzzles is thought to have kept the brain active.  
C) Solving mathematical puzzles are thought to keep the brain active.  
D) Solving mathematical puzzles is thought to keeps the brain active. 
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49. Exercise has been proved to be good for concentration. 
a) Experts had proved that exercise is good for concentration.  
b) Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration.  
c) Experts have proved that exercise was good for concentration.  
d) Experts have proved that exercise is to be good for concentration. 
 

50. Doing regular exercise is believed to reduce the risk of several diseases.  
a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease .  
b. People believe that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease .  
c. People believed that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease .  
d. People have believed that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 
 

51. Experts have proved that enough amount of water is good for the immune system. 
a) Enough amount of water have been proved good for the immune system.  
b) Enough amount of water has been proved to be good for the immune system.  
c) Enough amount of water have proved good for the immune system.  
d) Enough amount of water has proved good for the immune system. 
 

52. They can prove that a difficult experience makes you stronger.  
A difficult experience………………………………………  
a. could be proved that a difficult experience makes you stronger.  
b. can be proved that a difficult experience makes you stronger.  
c. can be proved to make you stronger.  
d. can be proved to makes you stronger. 
 

53. Scientists proved that making exercise doesn't make people feel sad .  
a. Making exercise is proved not to make people feel sad.  
b. Making exercise was proved not to make people feel sad. 
c. Making exercise are proved not to make people feel sad.  
d. Making exercise were proved not to make people feel sad. 
 

54. People claim that education will change our behavior.  
Education …………………………………………………..  
a. is claimed to will change our behavior.     b. is claim to change our behavior.  
c. is claimed to changes our behavior.          d. is claimed to change our behavior. 
 

55. We -------------to only use a small percentage of our brain power. 
a) has thought                  b) was thought                     c) are thought                     d) is thought 
 

56. Learning a new language …….. to also present the brain with unique challenges. 
a) is thought                      b) are thought                      c) have been thought                  d) were thought 
 

57. The old man is ___________ to have a lot of money.   a. believe    b. believed   c. believes   d. will believe 

 
58. Herbs are thought to___________ many diseases.    a. cure      b. cured      c. will cure     d. cures 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V1- v.s V1 

Is – am – are  be  

V2  Have + v3 

Was- were  Have been 

Modal + v.1 V1  

ملخص حالات  

ما بعد المفعول  

 به

 ملاحظة مهمة  
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Our country has a high standard of education. This is mainly due to the fact that the government considers 
education a necessity. All schools, from kindergarten to secondary, are the responsibility of the Ministry of 
Education (MOE). Pre-school and kindergarten education is optional, followed by ten years of free, compulsory 
education. For higher education, students enter university, either for academic or vocational courses. 
 
Students can attend one of ten public universities, or one of nineteen private universities. A large number of 
Jordanian students choose to study at these institutions, as well as foreign students from all over the world. These 
are undergraduates studying for a first degree, or postgraduates studying for a Master’s degree, a PhD or a higher 
diploma. 
 
 The three universities with the most undergraduates are the University of Jordan in Amman, Yarmouk University in 
Irbid and Al Balqa Applied University in Salt. These are all public universities. An example of a newer university is the 
German-Jordanian University in Amman, which was set up in 2005 CE. It is a collaboration between the MOHE and 
Germany’s Federal Ministry of Education and Research, and it follows Germany’s model of education in Applied 
Sciences. 
 
For students who wish to complete their university studies while working at the same time, it is also possible in 
some Jordanian universities to enroll onto online distance learning programmes. In the future, this option will 
become available in many other universities. 
 
1. Write down the sentence, which shows that not only Jordanian students attend the Jordanian universities.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Find from the text the meaning of " to officially arrange to join a school or university “. ………………………………. 
3. The ministry of education is responsible for two kinds of optional education. Write down these two kinds.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. Postgraduate with a first degree can complete their higher education by studying three different degrees. 
Mention two degrees of higher education.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. What does the underlined pronoun (it) refer to?........................................ 
6. What does the writer mean my “this option”? ………………………….. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

, and that's what we offer at Extreme itIt is said that the best way to acquire a language is to immerse yourself in  
English: total immersion. You have to determine two things before attending such a course; the duration of the 
course you wish to attend and the nature of the course whether academic or vocational.  

 
After joining the course, you will stay in one of our beautiful apartments. You'll hear and speak English all day long. 
You can either join a small group of other students of a similar level, or request a tailor-made' course. For example, 
you may require a course in academic English to prepare you for undergraduate or postgraduate studies, or a 
vocational course to help you with your career. Either way, you will live and work together as a family. 

 
 In the mornings, after breakfast, one or more of our trained and experienced teachers will arrive, and you will have 
three hours of intensive tuition. Then, after enjoying lunch together around the table, you'll visit local places of 
interest, go shopping, take part in sports, etc. In the evenings, there will be a choice of cultural activities, for example 
the theatre or a concert, or you may prefer to relax at home and chat (in English, naturally!). Whatever you do, your 
teachers will be with you, acting as guides, tutors and friends.     

1. In the evenings, students at Extreme English can practice some activities. Write down two of these activities.   

2. Before arriving to carry out a course at Extreme English, students have to make two decisions. Write 

down these two decisions.  

3. Quote the sentence which shows how teachers can support their students at Extreme English.  

4. Find a word in the text that means "to be deeply involved in something and spend most of your time doing it".   

5. What does the underlined word "it" refer to?  

6. Learning a foreign language comes up with different kinds of struggles and obstacles. Write down three 

possible obstacles a person may face while learning a foreign language.   
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Speaking a foreign language, it is claimed, improves the functionality of your brain in several different ways. Learning 
new vocabulary and grammar rules provides the brain with beneficial ‘exercise’, which improves memory. As well as 
exercising the brain, it is thought that learning a new language also presents the brain with unique challenges. These 
include recognising different language systems and ways to communicate within these systems. These skills improve 
your chances of success in other problem-solving tasks as well. It is said that students who study foreign languages do 
better, on the whole, in general tests in maths, reading and vocabulary than students who have only mastered their 
mother tongue. 

 
According to a study carried out by Pennsylvania State University, USA, multilingual people are able to switch between 
two systems of speech, writing, and structure quite easily. It has been proved that they are also able to switch easily 
between completely different tasks. One experiment required participants to operate a driving simulator while 
carrying out separate tasks at the same time. The experiment showed that multilingual participants were less 
distracted by the other tasks and therefore made fewer driving errors. 

 
It is believed that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills. When you speak a foreign language, 
you are constantly weighing up subtle differences in meaning of a word or the way that an utterance is made. This 
process is then transferred subconsciously to other situations in which judgment is called for, and decisions have to be 
made. 

 
Finally, learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother tongue more effectively. As you 
become more aware of the way that a language works, you begin to apply it to the language that you use every day. 
The skills you obtain from learning a foreign language, therefore, can make you a better speaker and writer in your 
own language. 
 1. Quote the sentence which shows that speaking a foreign language improves memory. 

 2. Learning a new language provides us with many challenges. Write down two. 

 3. Find a word in the text which means " speaking more than two languages”. 

 4. What does the underlined word " who "in the text refer to? 

 5. Who are the two parties compared to the be better in Maths? 

 6. According to the study carried out by Pennsylvania State University, what are the effects of learning more than 

one language on multilingual people? 

No, it's never too late to start revising! The first thing I would do is to draw up a revision timetable. Look at all the 
subjects you have to do, and work out when you are going to work on each one. It's a good idea to change the order 
of the subjects in your timetable for each day. Try doing a little English, followed by some Maths, then Biology, and so 
on. This way, by changing the focus of your revision, you keep your mind fresh. 
 
The earlier you start in the morning, the more beneficial your revision will be, because that's when you feel most 

awake and your memory is at its best. I'd also recommend studying for 30-minute periods, and then taking a break. 

It's been proved that concentration starts to decrease after half an hour, so frequent breaks will help the brain to 

recover and concentration to return. By a break, I mean any change of activity from studying. It could be something 

as simple as just getting up from your desk and listening to some music, or walking around for ten minutes.  

 

Physical activity is very important, of course, especially when you are studying. Exercise will make a huge difference 

to the way you feel. The physical activity will increase your heart rate and, in turn, that will increase your blood 

circulation. It also sends more oxygen to the brain, which makes you revise more efficiently! Nutrition is very 

important. You should try to eat as much fresh fruit and vegetables as you can. It’s essential not to become 

dehydrated, so drink lots of water. 

1. Quote the sentence which states the first step you must do to start revision. 
2. According to the text, what is the beneficial time to start the revision? 
3. Revision will be more beneficial when it is done early in the morning for two reasons. Write these two reasons 

down. 
4. Find a word in the text that means “the state of having drunk too little water”. 
5. Physical activity during revision has many benefits. Mention two benefits. 
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في الدوسية  30صفحة رقم    

 
1. How do you think your education will influence your life after school? What will you 
study? What career would you like to have one day? Write a paragraph of around 60 
words. 

 
 

2. Read through the article on page 46 again. Imagine that you have just joined a space school. Write an email to 
your friend telling him or her what it is like to study there. Write about 80 words. 

 
Writing skills: Writing informally 

 
• We always begin a letter with Dear [name], whether it is formal or informal. 

 
 • In emails, we are less formal and tend to use Hello [name], or Hi! 

 
 • In open letters, we use a group noun to address all the people that we want to include, such as Dear fellow 
students.  

 
• In all of the above, it is fine to use abbreviations such as I’m, and don’t. 

 
 • We can end emails and letters (not open letters) with Best wishes/See you soon/Looking forward to hearing 
from you.  

 *We end an open letter repeating what we want to say. 

 
 
* One of the following points is a characteristic of writing informal letters: 

 
a. you can`t use abbreviations            b. using passive rather than active  
c. using different linking words           d. using abbreviations 

 
    
* We always begin the informal letter with:  
a. Hello                   b. Hi                 c. best wishes             d. Dear (name) 

 
* we always end an open letter with: 
a. best wishes         b. repeating what we want to say    c. see you soon     d. Looking forward to hearing from you 

 
 
3. Write a blog post for your school’s website. Describe life in a Jordanian secondary school so that they will know 
what to expect. Write about 200 words. Choose a different topic for each paragraph from the list, or use your own 
topics. 

 
 

4. Write a blog post about your early memories of school. Compare it with your experience of school in recent years. 
 

 
في الدوسية   39مواضيع التعبير للوحدة السابعة صفحة رقم   

 
1. Write a paragraph answering this question. Give some tips and good reasons to persuade your classmates to take 
your advice. Write about 80 words. ‘I often find it difficult to fall asleep the night before an exam. Do you mind giving 
me some advice, please?’    

 

2. Learning foreign language influences people's life positively. Write an article showing how important it is to learn 
a foreign language and how does education in general affect people's life and the society prosperity. 
 
 
 
 

 مواضيع التعبير المقترحة 

 للوحدة السادسة والسابعة 
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Learning English is very important nowadays. Write a paragraph describing the importance of learning English for 

work, studies reading,…etc. 

 

.                                                                     Learning English 

        Learning foreign languages is helpful for individuals and for the development of nations. English language is 

considered one of the most important languages spoken all over the world. There are many advantages of learning 

English the individuals can get by using it and the nations can benefit from it in various fields of life. 

       It can be used in study, travelling aboard, working in foreign companies, reading for pleasure and information, 

cultural understanding, cooperation, business, exchange of ideas and science and technology. 

       English language is also considered an international language because it is the language of computer, industries, 

medicine and so on. Finally, learning English is very necessary for everybody all over the world to know much more 

about what happens around us. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  
                                                                        The day before the exam. 
 
Exams are the way to test our knowledge. Without conducting the exams and test students don’t concentrate in 
their studies and learn their lessons properly. Exams are necessary in schools to find out the real skills, talent and 
knowledge of students. Many students find it difficult to fall asleep the night before an exam. 
 
Before exams students put a lot of effort to get high marks. Many of them feel sleepy while studying. How students 
can avoid feeling sleepy while studying?  There are many reasons that make students fall asleep the night before an 
exam. Firstly, many students eat a lot of food before studying this makes them feel sleepy. Secondly, students keep 
reading till the last minute. Thirdly, some students choose a bad position and place while starting studying, and 
make their studying boring process.  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -- -- -
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -  

 
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  

 
 
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------  
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Answers:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 text B   

1.theatre and a concert   

2. Academic and vocational   

3. Whatever you do, your teachers will be with you, acting as guides, tutors and friend.  

4.İmmersion   

5. Language   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 تم بحمد الله يا رب اكون ما قصرت معكم                                                            
 دعواتكم                                                                          


